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OBJECTIVE   
To utilize adept directing skills and storytelling capabilities to enthrall, and excite audiences by creating 
beautiful cinematic images in utilizing my storytelling capabilities to enthrall, and excite audiences by 
creating beautiful cinematic images for film, commercials and/or music videos. !
INDEPENDENT SHORTS  
Beggers Daily, Sucker Love, Devil Within, Last Screening, Love and 12 Flying Penguins, 
Maybelline Commercial (Practicum), Oblivion, Love to Live, Cigarettes For Mark, Orange Green 
This Is For My Girls (music video feat. Cher, support. Michelle Obama’s project Let Girls Learn).                                                                                                                        !
EXPERIENCE 
DIRECTOR 
-  Developed vision for films 
- Managed productions on time and within budget 
- Wrote screenplays for films 
- Prepared and executed shot lists, overheads, storyboards 
- Maintained successful flow throughout entire production process  
- Knowledge of the technicalities involved in filmmaking 
- Possess creative vision, strong leadership skills   
- Strong understanding about the editing process and background scoring 
- Ability to handle pressure and work for long hours  
- Read scripts and decide how to present the story through cinematic images 
- Guide actors to portray the right kind of expression in the scenes  
- Handled entire film making process from the start to finish  
- Guided actors to give their best in scenes 
PRODUCER 
-  Raised and arranged financing for productions  
-  Supervised development, casting, pre-production, production and post-production process 
-  Found and approved locations, negotiated and prepared location agreements  
-  Hired key cast and crew, negotiated and prepared needed contracts 
-  Prepped films for film festivals by packaging UPK, arranging fund raising campaigns e t.c. 
-  In-depth knowledge of cinematic procedures, latest technology, editing software and cameras 
-  Skilled in basic accounting techniques, securing financial resources and preparing budgets 
EDUCATION 
Saint-Petersburg North-West Academy of State Administration                                       2005 - 2010 
Specialization - State and municipal management (Psychology of Management) 
New York Film Academy - Los Angeles Campus                                                                    2013-2015 
Master of Fine Arts in Filmmaking with Honors !
SPECIAL SKILLS 
Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel, Final Cut Pro, DVD Studio Pro, Movie Magic Scheduling/Budgeting. 
Languages: fluent in English and Russian.  !
REFERENCES 
Available upon request
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